Evaluation of Training to Improve Ability of Lecturers’ Learning Design
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Abstract: This evaluative research aimed to get information on the implementation of the Training Programs; Evaluation Implementation Plan, college regional Coordinator Private Education III Jakarta. Educational systems in Indonesia are standardization system, in which the lecturer must evolve and improve knowledge and should be an effective facilitator of learning for students. Lecturers are required to manage the learning so that knowledge is discussed easily understood by students. In the learning process takes a lecturer who is able to manage the class well into a learning center where students and faculty provide equal opportunities to each student to develop their students. To improve the ability of lecturers required continuous training where each training program should be evaluated to improve the quality of the learning process. Data sources were obtained through in-depth interviews and supported with documents analysis of training from years 2012-2014. Interview were carried out to the following respondents (1) the committee from Coordinator III, (2) alumni from colleges that have accreditation A, B and C, (3) as well as the respective people to whom the alumni responsible. The methods use was combien, the evaluation program Logic of W.K. Kellogg consisting of; (1) research (input), (2) activity, (3) output and (4) outcome, and with the evaluation of the four levels of Kirkpatrick: (1) reaction, (2) learning, (3) behavior, and (4) result. The evaluation model that used for skills training instructional techniques consists of (1) evaluation input, (2) evaluation activity that concern of the Implementation Plan, (3) evaluation of Learning process, and (4) Result evaluation that focus at outcome and behavior. The results showed that; 1) Input Evaluation, college with accreditation A, B has scored 3, had a significantly better outcome, college with accreditation C gets the value 2, significantly sufficient results; 2) Evaluation Implementation Planning, college with accreditation A, B has scored 3 had a significantly better outcome, college with accreditation C has scored 2, (good results) significantly enough results; 3) Evaluation of Learning Process, college with accreditation A, B and C has scored 3, (good results); 4) Evaluation, college which accreditation A, B and C has score 3, (good results). It’s a concluded that in order to improve the effectiveness of skills training instructional techniques need to evaluation that improve some aspects implementation of the particular amount 4 times a year, number of participants 160 people (1.3%), and must evaluate the results of learning process to monitor developments in the private colleges.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia educational systems standardization, that lecturer must evolve and improve knowledge and should be an effective facilitator of learning. Lecturers are required to manage the learning, knowledge is discussed easily understood. In learning process lecturer must able manage classes well and become faculty provide to equal opportunities and develop their students. To improve the ability, lecturers required continuous training and each training should be evaluated to improve the quality.

The purpose of evaluation to obtain information based on the data collected, processed so that the conclusions of the evaluation can be delivered to the stock holders, whether the program is worthy forwarded, stopped or repaired so that the program becomes more effective. The Coordinator (Law No. 20 of 2003 on Article 66) has the obligation to perform control and coaching at the college, with no prejudice to the autonomy at college. Under coordinator Region III, there are 345 private colleges consisting of (1) 51 universities, (2) 11 Institutes, (3) 145 high schools, (4) 132 colleges and (4) 8 polytechnics. And in 1551 the number of courses, of which 57% is already accredited, and 43% have not been accredited. Under Coordinator III number of lecturers as many as 19,240 people consisting of; (1) 18 294 the foundation lecturers, public lecturers 962 (5%).

In the region of Coordinator III, professors who have levels of academic S3 amounted to 7119 (37%) of people, professors who have levels of academic S2 amounted to 9,812 people, as well as the lecturers still have levels of academic S1 totaled 2,309 people, to functional new professors amounted to 385 (2%) of people, an assistant professor with the functional position of experts amounted to 3,848 (20%) of people, and lecturers who do not have a functional positions (faculty) accounted for 8466 (44%) of people. Lecturers who have passed professional certification amounted to 3,394 people.
The training program improvement instructional techniques held by Coordinator III, is a program that is comprehensive, systematic and has a foundation of clear regulations in terms of legislation and government policy, which include human resources must have certain requirements, specific facilities, processes sustainable and products that are real and sustainable, and has been held for 19 years, with training alumni reached 800, involving 345 private colleges, for organizing the training need time and great expense, it is necessary to evaluate, as long as this has not been done training evaluation, once completed.

Task lecturer are (Mulyasa 2013); (a) lack learning strategies, (b) lack in managing classroom, (c) low ability to perform and take advantage classroom action research, (d) low achievement motivation, (e) lack of discipline, (f) lack of commitment, and (g) lack time management skills.

Evaluation of the implementation of training to improve instructional techniques ability design, has been organizer and reported in the form of a report of activities each year, but have never take evaluation after the participants back on duty.

There are three concepts in-depth evaluation that self-reflection, identifying needs, opportunities, strengths and weaknesses analysis of the object to be evaluated as well as to answer the needs that underlie the formulation of a program, as well as in-depth explanation of the evaluation. Focus evaluation on reliability, effective, efficient, safe, easy to use and reliable. Evaluation is a judgment on the value or the implications of the result of the measurement, and evaluation is the process of determining the extent to which educational goals achieved (Tracy, 2013)

Evaluation logic used as a planning tool for managing, documenting activities, redesigning the organization and problem solving. The application of logic models as a planning tool to use appropriate communication in accordance with program objectives, components, sequence of activities and achievements of the program (W.K. Kellogg, 1998, Owen 1993)

Evaluation is based selection logic model evaluation of W.K. Kellogg, and Four Level of Kirk Patric, the reason to combine components ranging evaluation program inputs (input) which is an evaluation process input in the form of program policy, planning evaluation activities (activities) participants in the learning process, evaluation of the learning process (learning), output evaluation of learning outcomes by seeing an increase in the learning process and changes in participant behavior (outcomes, behavior), at which time the trainee ability teach design gain an increased ability for the learning process in accordance with the standards followed to change behavior inherent in evaluation.

So through the study wanted to know the effectiveness of training conducted by Coordinator III, as well as to enhance the professionalism of the human resources of private colleges that are under coordinator Coordinator Region III.

METHOD

This study is based evaluative Coordinator III cases in Jakarta, by combining evaluation methods that include program evaluation program Logic of W.K. Kellogg consisting of; (1) research (input), (2) activity, (3) output and (4) outcome, with the evaluation of the four levels of Kirkpatrick: (1) reaction, (2) learning, (3) behavior, and (4) result, so that the evaluation model used for skills training instructional techniques consists of (1) evaluation Feedback, (2) evaluation of the Implementation Plan, (3) evaluation of Learning process, and (4) evaluation.

The method used in this research is qualitative descriptive evaluative approach from the corner of a review of case studies. Using evaluation model is a model of program evaluation Logic of W.K. Kellogg, and evaluation of training programs of Kirkpatrick who was the use mode which includes an evaluation input, the evaluation of activity planning, evaluation of the learning process, and evaluation of training results based on the increase in the deployment process ability teach design, as well as behavioral changes are attached, to see the effectiveness of education and training skills training instructional techniques held by Coordinator Region III Jakarta with the study design is presented in.

The research data were analyzed using descriptive qualitative analysis techniques. The analysis is used to view the results of the evaluation of training programs Coordinator Region III Jakarta presented in the form of an explanation based on interviews and through observation documentation and see firsthand the evidence of planning units of learning events held by the alumni of vocational training instructional techniques for further interpretation data. The stages of data analysis include: 1) data reduction, 2) Presentation of data, and 3) inference / verification.

Criteria of evaluation research ability teach design based training program; (1) evaluation of the input that is the formulation, strategic planning, written policies, objectives achievement activities, standardization of processes, laws and regulations that support the implementation of training ability teach design; (2) evaluation of the planning activities that are planned modules and facilities that meet the standardization of training; (3) evaluation of the learning process, namely the achievement of infrastructure is standardized and professional speaker; (4) evaluation of the result which is to achieve standardization in the manufacturing units of learning events and classroom management.

Data from 2012 – 2016, entry the classroom training, interview all the participant, the student, and using mix method to make a conclusion.
The number of participants should be limited, by providing academic requirements that must be fulfilled by the college and the professors who follow the training to improve skills instructional techniques.

Trainees in the classification, especially, for the young professor who has not had a functional level, up to a maximum function lecturers and lectors level.

The process of training, development and learning for skills enhancement training instructional techniques appropriate for participants educators, will improve the quality of education in general in Indonesia, so as to achieve standardization of educators qualified in the field of teaching professionals.

For the evaluation of the input (input), evaluation is how a policy and program formulation skills training to improve instructional techniques is created.

Strategic planning and clear policies for the training program to achieve standardization of professionalism lecturers, is closely related to the relevance of short-term goals and long-term Coordinator III and understanding of legislation and policy making success of a training program specifically training skills upgrading instructional techniques , can achieve maximum results.

The results of the evaluation of the input is the understanding that the implementation of the training is efficient and effective should be planned to the maximum, ranging from legislation to the trainees who qualify, where such requirements are factors monitoring of Coordinator III through reporting that must be met by the college private.

Planning evaluation activities, where evaluation is done based on the knowledge of participants in the planning process and resource activities generating module having a maximum competence in their field to face many obstacles and provide solutions to the possibility that the obstacles that arise.

Evaluation of the learning process is very supportive to see the extent of absorption of the material provided. It is not only concerned about the infrastructure, but also on how the flow of information needed by the participants, how the services received by participants.

To find out the results of the implementation of a training evaluation training results where evaluation to see whether there is improvement of the learning process in accordance with the standard framework of national qualifications Indonesia as well as behavioral changes inherent in private (behavior) lecturers who have training skills building training instructional techniques (character).

Evaluation of the results has not been implemented by Coordinator III associated with limited human resources and lack of financial resources that are not on the checklist implementation of the budget.
CONCLUSION

Recruitment standards must be open and can be understood by the trainee instructional skill enhancement techniques, but one written rules about reporting at minister of education web should reach 98% already held by private colleges. Training for other standards such as (1) a young lecturer, (2) maximum functional level lector, (3) has not been trained the skills of instructional techniques, understood by the trainee, employer participants and institutions where trainees shelter.

In planning evaluation activities, was found to point planning training materials, participants stated that the modules according to the needs of the profession lecturer with subjects taught.

In the evaluation of the learning process, based on data gathered from the implementation instructional skills enhancement techniques through; (1) book reports on activities, (2) interviews with participants, concluded based on aspects of good training materials, can be implemented in the workplace. But for vocational courses that specification, such as the subject (1) architecture (2) flight management, and (3) litigation, which requires a lot of practice, they must be adapted and developed further.

Based on the evaluation of (1) the result of attitudes (outcome) and (2) the inherent behavioral changes that persist (behavior) on the alumni participants instructional skills enhancement techniques, there is a change in attitudes and behaviors that persist, particularly in the learning process.

The organizers implementation skills upgrading instructional techniques, in which case Coordinator III did not do an evaluation after the participants return to work into college, due to lack of funds checklist implementation of the budget (DIPA) to evaluate the results of training organized by Coordinator III.
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